Chronic intrathecal cannulation enhances nociceptive responses in rats
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Abstract

The influence of a chronically implanted spinal cannula on the nociceptive response induced by mechanical, chemical or thermal stimuli was evaluated. The hyperalgesia in response to mechanical stimulation induced by carrageenin or prostaglandin E$_2$ (PGE$_2$) was significantly increased in cannulated (Cn) rats, compared with naive (Nv) or sham-operated (Sh) rats. Only Cn animals presented an enhanced nociceptive response in the first phase of the formalin test when low doses were used (0.3 and 1%). The withdrawal latency to thermal stimulation of a paw inflamed by carrageenin was significantly reduced in Cn rats but not in Nv or Sh rats. In contrast to Nv and Sh rats, injection in Cn animals of a standard non-steroid anti-inflammatory drug, indomethacin, either intraperitoneally or into the spinal cord via an implanted cannula or by direct puncture of the intrathecal space significantly blocked the intensity of the hyperalgesia induced by PGE$_2$. Cannulated animals treated with indomethacin also showed a significant inhibition of second phase formalin-induced paw flinches. Histopathological analysis of the spinal cord showed an increased frequency of mononuclear inflammatory cells in the Cn groups. Thus, the presence of a chronically implanted cannula seems to cause nociceptive spinal sensitization to mechanical, chemical and thermal stimulation, which can be blocked by indomethacin, thus suggesting that it may result from the spinal release of prostaglandins due to an ongoing mild inflammation.

Introduction

A technique for spinal intrathecal injection developed by Yaksh and Rudy (1) consists of the chronic cannulation of the subarachnoid space following puncture of the atlanto-occipital membrane. This technique has been used extensively in behavioral studies of drug effects and of spinal receptors and in the evaluation of spinal mediators involved in inflammatory pain (2-8).

During an inflammatory response, prostaglandins are released locally at the periphery as well as at spinal and supraspinal sites (9). Prostaglandins administered intrathecally to rats and mice cause increased behavioral nociceptive responses to mechanical, thermal and chemical stimulation (10-12).

The spinal effect of prostaglandins may contribute to the analgesic action of cyclooxygenase inhibitors. In fact, using the chronically implanted catheter technique, Malmberg...
and Yaksh (13,14) demonstrated an inhibitory effect of non-steroid anti-inflammatory drugs on inflammatory nociception, thereby pioneering the idea that the spinal cord is an important site in the mechanism of the analgesic action of these drugs. Supraspinal sites also partially participate in the mechanism of action of cyclooxygenase inhibitors (15).

Recently, it has been shown that the presence of a catheter in the epidural space produces morphological signs of inflammation (16). Thus, we decided to investigate if the presence of a chronically implanted spinal cannula would cause sensitization to nociception induced by a mechanical, chemical (formalin), or thermal stimulus. We have also determined the antinociceptive effect of a standard non-steroid anti-inflammatory drug, indomethacin, injected systemically (intraperitoneally, \textit{ip}) via a spinal cannula, or by direct intrathecal puncture in sham (Sh), naive (Nv) or chronically implanted (cannulated, Cn) animals.

**Material and Methods**

**Animals**

Male Wistar rats (280-340 g) were housed in temperature-controlled rooms (23 ± 2°C) with water and food \textit{ad libitum}. All experimental procedures conformed to the IASP guidelines on the use of animals in pain research. Rats were used only once.

**Drugs**

Drugs and chemicals used were 2% lidocaine chloridrate (Astra, São Paulo, SP, Brazil), diethyl ether (Reagen, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil), and eosin (Merck, Wilmington, DE, USA). Carrageenin (marine colloids, Philadelphia, PA, USA), prostaglandin E_{2} (PGE_{2}; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA), 37% formaldehyde (Reagen), 2,2,2-tribromoethanol (Aldrich Chemicals Co., Milwaukee, WI, USA), and hematoxylin (Merck) were administered in saline solution. Indomethacin (Merck) was administered in Tris-buffer.

**Chronic intrathecal cannulation**

The implantation procedure was that described by Yaksh and Rudy (1). Briefly, after treatment with indomethacin (5 mg/kg, \textit{ip}) and anesthesia with tribromoethanol (250 mg/kg, \textit{ip}), the animals were mounted in a conventional stereotaxic instrument. After a cutaneous incision, the cisternal membrane was slit and 8.5 cm of a reduced diameter PE-10 polyethylene tube was introduced. The PE-10 polyethylene tube was connected to a metal cannula through PE-20/PE-190 tubing, which remained outside the space. The metal cannula was attached to neck muscles with a suture. Drug injections were made in a volume of 5 µl followed by 5 µl of vehicle. The animals were submitted to different tests and treatments seven days after the surgical procedure. The sham-operated animals were submitted to the same procedure except for the insertion of the catheter.

**Direct intrathecal administration**

During the mechanical hyperalgesia experiments, the drugs were administered under light ether anesthesia according to the procedure described by Papir-Kricheli et al. (17). After a small incision in the skin, injections were made in a maximum volume of 20 µl between L4 and L5 vertebrae.

During the formalin test, the experimental procedures followed the method described by Mestre et al. (18). Briefly, conscious animals were restrained and an injection was made between L5 and L6. The site of injection was confirmed using a 2% solution of Pontamine Sky Blue mixed with the drug preparation (maximum volume of 10 µl). Incorrect injections were detected by the presence of the dye in the paravertebral musculature or in the dorsal subcutaneous region.
Nociceptive methods

Mechanical hyperalgesia. Our modification of the Randall-Selitto rat paw pressure test was used to measure hyperalgesia (15). In this test, a pressure of 20 mmHg is continuously applied to the hindpaw of the rat until the animal presents a typical freezing reaction (reaction time) characterized by a reduction in escape movements, a change in respiratory frequency and the appearance of dorsal fasciculation. After measurement of the basal reaction time (30-35 s), hyperalgesia was induced by intraplantar injection of carrageenin or PGE\(_2\). The intensity of hyperalgesia was quantified as the difference in reaction times (delta reaction time) calculated by subtracting the reaction time measured 1 or 3 h after administration of the hyperalgesic substance from the control reaction time assessed before injection of the hyperalgesic stimulus. The routes and times of administration of the various drugs are indicated in the figure legends.

Formalin test. This procedure followed that described by Wheeler-Aceto et al. (19). The animals were restrained and 50 µl of 0.3-5% formalin solution was rapidly injected subcutaneously into the dorsal surface of the right hindpaw via a 30-gauge needle. The animals were placed individually in acrylic chambers and two mirrors were positioned on opposite sides of each chamber to facilitate the observation of the formalin-injected paw. Nociceptive behavior was quantified by counting the number of spontaneous flinches/shakes of the injected paw during phase 1 (0-10 min, at 1-min intervals) and phase 2 (10-60 min, at 5-min intervals) in the experiments with different concentrations of formalin, and during phase 1 (1-2 and 5-6 min) and phase 2 (10-40 and 40-60 min) in the experiments using indomethacin.

Thermal hyperalgesia. This procedure followed that described by Hargreaves et al. (20). Briefly, the animals were placed in an acrylic chamber and allowed to acclimatize for 5 min before testing. An infrared radiant heat source was then positioned under the chamber floor directly beneath the hindpaw. Each activation of this infrared source triggered an electronic timer, and when the animal removed the paw both the timer and the heat stimulus were stopped (Plantar Test, Ugo Basile; 20). The withdrawal latency was measured before and after the stimulus and the results are shown as the percent ratio between the withdrawal latency of the injected paw and of the control paw at each observation time.

Histopathological analysis of spinal cord slices

Following the experimental sessions, animals (Nv, Sh or Cn) were randomly selected and perfused with 60 ml of 10% formaldehyde solution via the right ventricle. The spinal cords were removed carefully and left in formaldehyde for 20-30 days before embedding in paraffin. Serial 5-mm sections were cut from each level of the spinal cord, rehydrated, stained with hematoxylin and eosin and mounted for light microscopy analysis. The number of spinal cords studied was 43, 27 and 25 for Cn, Sh and Nv animals, respectively. The results are reported as percent of the animals whose sections presented mononuclear infiltrate.

Results

The data in Figure 1 show a dose-dependent mechanical hyperalgesia (P<0.05, ANOVA) in chronically cannulated, naive and sham-operated animals following intraplantar injections of either carrageenin (measured 1 and 3 h after the challenge; panels A and B, respectively) or PGE\(_2\) (measured 3 h after the challenge; panel C).

Cannulation resulted in increased magnitude of hyperalgesia. Thus, a significant increase in the intensity of hyperalgesia for lower doses of carrageenin (2.5-10 µg) or
PGE$_2$ (2-10 ng) was observed in Cn when compared with Nv or Sh animals (P<0.05, Duncan’s test). In contrast with Nv or Sh animals, for Cn animals there were no significant differences between the curves measured at one and 3 h after carrageenin injections (P>0.05, ANOVA; comparing panels A and B). The greater sensitivity of Cn animals is also illustrated by the fact that the hyperalgesic plateau was reached within 1 h as compared with Nv or Sh animals (comparing panel A with B, 100 µg of carrageenin). This figure also shows that there was no significant difference between the hyperalgesic effect induced in Nv and Sh animals. The delta reaction times for Cn, Sh or Nv animals measured before the hyperalgesic paw treatment with PGE$_2$ or carrageenin did not differ significantly (data not shown).

Figure 2 shows that the increased PGE$_2$-induced hyperalgesic effect on Cn animals was dose-dependently blocked by indomethacin injected via a cannula (panel A = 25-100 ng), directly into the intrathecal space (panel B = 25-100 ng), or systemically (panel C = 1.25-5 mg/kg, ip) and that the drug inhibited in a dose-dependent manner the hyperalgesic effect of 10 ng/paw of PGE$_2$ (P<0.05, ANOVA), an effect that was significantly different for Nv or Sh animals. These results were obtained 3 h after intraplantar PGE$_2$ challenge because the hyperalgesic response reached a plateau only at this time. This figure also shows that intraperitoneal or direct intrathecal injections of indomethacin did not affect the relatively small intensity of the hyperalgesic effect induced by PGE$_2$ in Sh and Nv animals (no difference between doses, P>0.05).

In the second series of experiments, formalin was used as a chemical stimulator, inducing a dose-dependent number of flinches (first phase, 0-10 min; P<0.05, ANOVA; Figure 3). This dose dependency was also observed in the second phase of the test (10-60 min; data not shown).
Chronic intrathecal cannulation shows that Cn rats presented a higher frequency of flinches after stimulation with 0.3 and 1% of formalin when compared with Nv and Sh animals (P<0.05, Duncan’s test). An increase in the number of flinches in Cn animals was also observed in the second phase (data not shown). Dorsal injections of 5% formalin did not cause significant differences between the three groups of animals during the first phase but did in the second phase of the test (comparing controls of panel B with A and C with A of Figure 4).

Figure 4 also shows that the number of flinches observed during the second phase of the formalin test (5% formalin) was significantly inhibited when indomethacin was administered to chronically implanted animals either directly into the intrathecal space or via the cannula (panels B and C, respectively; P<0.01 and P<0.001, unpaired Student t-test). Note that administration of indomethacin (10 µg) by direct puncture did not significantly affect flinching in Nv animals when compared with the control group (panel A; Tris-buffer).

In the third series of experiments, using thermal stimulation of the paw inflamed with increasing doses of carrageenin (31-125 µg), the Cn animals showed a significant sensitization 1 h after carrageenin challenge (P<0.05, one-way ANOVA followed by Duncan’s test), compared with Nv or Sh animals (Figure 5). This differential sensitization was no longer significant 3 h after carrageenin challenge, when paw edema reached maximal values (data not shown). Note that there were significant differences between the Cn controls and the Nv or Sh animals (C).

No inflammatory cells were found in sections of spinal cords from Nv animals (N = 25). The presence of predominantly mononuclear inflammatory cell infiltration was observed in the spinal cords of 20 and 69% of Sh (N = 27) and Cn animals (N = 43), respectively.

**Discussion**

In our first series of experiments with PGE₂ and carrageenin, there was an increased hyperalgesic response to paw pressure in Cn animals compared with Nv or Sh animals (Figure 1). This increased sensitivity of Cn animals could be noted either by an enhancement of the effect of lower doses of carrageenin or by an early hyperalgesic plateau. Cn animals reached the plateau 1 h after intraplantar injection of carrageenin while 3 h were necessary for Nv or Sh animals (compare A and B in Figure 1). In Cn animals carrageenin caused an earlier plateau effect when compared with PGE₂ (data not shown). This might result from the fact that, in addition to PGE₂, carrageenin releases prostacyclin and this eicosanoid causes a much earlier response and plateau than that induced by PGE₂ (21).
An increased response was also observed after chemical stimulation. Cn rats presented a higher frequency of flinches in response to 0.3 and 1% formalin during the first phase of the test when compared with Nv and Sh animals (Figure 3). The presence of the cannula increased the number of flinches in response to 5% formalin in the second phase compared with control Nv animals (Figure 4).

The hypersensitivity to thermal stimulation in paws inflamed by increasing doses of carrageenin was significantly higher in Cn animals than in Nv or Sh animals (Figure 5). However, no significant differences were observed in the controls not sensitized with intraplantar administration of carrageenin.

Thus, the common denominator observed with different experimental methods of inflammatory nociception was an increased responsiveness of the chronically cannulated animals to mechanical, chemical or thermal stimuli. It should be noted, however, that when mechanical (results not shown) and thermal (Figure 5) stimuli were used there was no difference between control paws of Nv and Cn animals. Thus, the presence of the cannula did not produce of itself a detectable increase in nociception in tests using pressure or thermal stimuli. However, in Cn animals the inflammation occurring when hyperalgesia was induced by formalin (which produces a quick inflammatory response), carrageenin (which causes an inflammation with a late plateau) or PGE$_2$ (which mimics inflammatory hyperalgesia) caused significantly higher nociceptive responses than observed in Sh or Nv animals. We observed no differences in the nociceptive response of the control Cn, Sh or Nv animals before the hyperalgesic treatment either in the paw pressure test (data not shown) or when the paw was thermally stimulated (Figure 5). Thus, it appears that sensitization of the primary sensory neuron is a condition necessary for detection of the hyperalgesic effect of the implanted cannula. A possible reason for the failure of the mechanical and thermal nociception test in detecting the presence of the cannula may be the low sensitivity of the test. Alternatively, and more plausibly, it may be that the lowering of the threshold of the primary sensory neurons induced by carrageenin, PGE$_2$ or formalin is a necessary condition for detection of the supraspinal and/or spinal sensitization provoked by the presence of the spinal cannula. This interpretation explains why a blockade of spinal neuron sensitization by intrathecal administration of indomethacin inhibited in a dose-dependent manner the hyperalgesia induced by intraplantar injection of PGE$_2$ in the pressure test (Figure 2) or by carrageenin in the thermal test (Figure 5). The blockade of PGE$_2$ paw hyperalgesia by intrathecally administered indomethacin is noteworthy because this effect is not blocked by systemic or intraplantar treatment with indomethacin (21).

Infection is not a usual complication in studies using the intrathecal cannulation procedure. However, there are reports of altered responses to drug administration with an acute or chronic implantation of a catheter (16,22-24). Inflammatory changes along the catheter tract have been observed, as well as spinal cord compression in some cases (16). In fact, mononuclear cell infiltration was frequently found in cannulated animals, compared with absence of infiltration in Nv animals. It should be pointed out that, as previ-
ously described, the presence of migrating cells in an injured tissue is not a determinant condition for induction of hyperalgesia (25). The presence of mononuclear cells in a number of Sh animals (which was not observed in Nv animals) may indicate that mere puncture of the occipital membrane may induce a mild inflammatory reaction. Although the presence of cells per se does not indicate sensitization, in order to avoid this possibility, we used Nv animals to replicate Malmberg and Yaksh’s observation of the inhibitory effect of the non-steroid anti-inflammatory drug indomethacin on the second phase of the formalin test at the dose of 5% (13,14).

Indomethacin administration either via a cannula or directly by intrathecal puncture to chronically cannulated animals caused antinociception. On the other hand, direct intrathecal injection of indomethacin had no significant antinociceptive effect on Nv animals (Figure 4). Thus, the presence of the cannula permitted the detection of the antinociceptive effect of indomethacin in Cn but not in Nv animals.

The presence of a chronically implanted cannula (Cn group) also enhanced the sensitivity to otherwise ineffective intraplantar doses of PGE$_2$ (10 ng/paw in Nv and Sh animals) and in such instances, the administration of indomethacin (via cannula, directly by spinal puncture or systemically) blocked this prostaglandin effect in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 2). In a pilot study with a higher dose of PGE$_2$ (100 ng/paw), administration of indomethacin either intraperitoneally (5 mg/kg) or via an intrathecal cannula (50 µg) or directly into the spinal cord (50 µg) did not modify the magnitude of hyperalgesia (data not shown). It should be pointed out that this high PGE$_2$ dose already produces a maximal hyperalgesia in response to pressure when injected into Nv animals. Thus, the lack of effect of indomethacin might reflect the fact that abolition of spinal sensitization by the cannula does not modify the maximal effect of PGE$_2$. The intrathecal indomethacin blockade of nociceptive behavior induced by mechanical or thermal stimulation of hyperalgesic paws may be due to the ongoing sensitization of the spinal sensory neurons caused by the presence of the cannula in the spinal cord and may therefore reflect an inhibition of the formation of prostaglandins due to a mild inflammation (small presence of neutrophils) induced by the chronically implanted cannula. The sensory neurons sensitized by spinal cannulation are situated above the lumbar region, probably in the thoracic region (the distal tip of the cannula approaches the lumbar region). Supporting this suggestion is the fact that the fluid of the direct intrathecal injections bathes this region without reaching the cervical vertebrae (Ferreira SH, personal observations).

We have previously reported that intrathecal administration of PGE$_2$ (L4-L5) causes a retrograde sensitization of the primary sensory neuron (via glutamate release) inducing hyperalgesia in both paws (26,27). In our experiments, however, the presence of the intrathecal cannula did not change the sensitivity of the paws, indicating that the enhancement of the nociceptive response observed is mainly due to sensitization of spinal neurons. The significance of this finding is that, for certain experimental protocols, the central antinociceptive effect of non-steroid anti-inflammatory drugs can be induced by the presence of a chronically implanted cannula. On the other hand, our results clearly indicate the crucial role of sensitization of primary sensory neurons in the induction of nociceptive behavior. This idea implies that in chronic pain, in addition to possible spinal mechanisms of sensitization (28), a lowering of the threshold of primary sensory neurons may also be necessary. Thus, analgesics that promote an effective and prolonged blockade of peripheral inflammatory hyperalgesia without the secondary effects of steroid and non-steroid anti-inflammatory drugs continue to represent an important target for drug development.
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